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Abstract

The behaviour of the particle and of the power deposition on the neutralizer plates of the ergodic divertor (ED) of

Tore Supra is reported for density ramp up experiments in deuterium. Both the particle flux and the power deposition

are shown to be non-uniform when the plasma is attached while a uniform deposition is obtained when it is detached. A

degree of detachment (DoD) is proposed, based on IR measurements using the ratio of the heat flux deposition from a

�hot� and a �cold� area. This infrared degree of detachment (IR_DoD) is larger than 1 in the attached phase and de-
creases towards 1 when the plasma approaches detachment. A comparison between the classical DoD deduced from

Langmuir probes and the IR_DoD deduced for IR data is given, showing a similar sensitivity when the density in-

creases. Finally, since the IR_DoD does not require any modification of the IR system, it is an opportunity to optimize

the ratio by a careful selection of the viewed area, free from major drifts and calibrations of the measurement system.
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1. Introduction

In diverted tokamak, a considerable part of the

outgoing power is channelled onto the target plates via

the parallel heat flux (Qk). The control of power depo-

sition on the target plates of limiters and divertors is not

a major constraint in today�s tokamaks, but it will likely
be for future fusion devices like ITER [1]. Reliable

methods of measurement and control of Qk are therefore

needed in order to maximize the lifetime of plasma

facing components. Among the different plasma sce-

nario used, high recycling and detached plasma in the

divertor region are candidates to limit the power depo-

sition on the divertor target plates. Over the past years,

the Ergodic Divertor (ED) of Tore Supra has demon-

strated capabilities to control particle and heat fluxes in

the plasma edge [2].

In this paper, the behaviour of the power deposition

on the neutralizer plates (NPs) of the ED of Tore Supra

is reported for density ramp up experiments with deu-

terium. Both parallel heat flux, Qk, and particle flux, Ck,

have been monitored, respectively by infrared ther-

mography (IR) and Langmuir probes.

The first part of this paper presents density ramp up

experiments in D2, with gas puffing. An evolution of

power deposition non-uniformities in the three classical

regimes (linear, high recycling and detachment) is ob-

served except for the detached plasma. In the second

section, a degree of detachment deduced from IR mea-

surements (infrared degree of detachment, IR_DoD) is

proposed. It is defined by the ratio of two measurements

of Qk from a �hot� and a �cold� area and it characterizes
the modification of the power deposition from attached

(non-uniform) to detached (�uniform) plasma. A com-
parison with the �classical� degree of detachment (DoD)
deduced from the Langmuir probes [3] is given. Finally,
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the least part deals with the methods used to define a

DoD with the associated advantages of performing a

ratio of two measurements.

2. Power deposition: experiments in D2

Experiments have been performed in D2 with the ED

to study the power deposition and the particle flux

during the detachment phase from the NPs. They are

equipped with a set of 14 Langmuir probes and infrared

cameras allowing a simultaneous monitoring of the NP

surface for both particles and power.

Fig. 1(a) shows the time evolution of the average

plasma density (density ramp up by gas puffing) and of

the resulting saturation currents, Isat, of three Langmuir
probes. At low density the linear dependence of Isat with
the density is observed, followed by the high recycling

regime (Isat / hnei2) for larger density. The first �sign� of
detachment is observed at t � 5:2 s on the �b� probe only,
characterized by a drop of Isat while the two others (�a�
and �d�) still exhibit a strong increase characterizing a
local high recycling regime. The drop of Isat for these two
probes occurs about 100 ms later, for a density about

0:2� 1019 m�3 higher. This delay shows that the de-

tachment process from the NP is not uniform. A feed-

back control on Isat allows [4] to cut off the gas injection
and due to the pumping, the plasma remains detached.

The corresponding Te, measured on the three probes,
all show (Fig. 1(b)) a constant value of �10 eV about
200 ms before the first Isat drop on probe �b�. No par-
ticular behaviour on Te can be noticed when Isat de-
creases except that a uniform Te is seen on all the probes.
The IR system of the ED consists of a periscope al-

lowing to view either a complete ED module [5] or a

single NP (0.3 m of length and 0.12 m large) over the

wavelength range from 3 to 5 lm with a temporal res-

olution of 20 ms. From the IR measurement, the heat

flux is deduced from

Qk ¼ DT
kB4C
eB4C

1

sin a
; ð1Þ

where DT is the surface temperature variation of the

plate, kB4C the thermal conductivity (1.5 Wm
�1 K�1) of

the boron carbide (B4C) coating, eB4C its thickness (200
lm) and a the incidence angle between the field line and
the NP.

The thermal time constant of the B4C layer is 5 ms;

the temperature gradient occurs mainly across this layer

and the thermal image of the plate is consequently a

direct image of the thermal flux impinging onto it. The

IR picture of a NP is shown on Fig. 2 taken at t ¼ 4:5 s.
On this picture a Langmuir probe (which is not actively

cooled) can be distinguished and, as for the particle flux,

it is obvious that the power deposition is not uniform

either. Fig. 3 displays the Qk as a function of time for the

six points located on the NP and shown on Fig. 2. All

the six Qk increase for t > 3:0 s, corresponding to the
resonance of qedge � 3, and a regular decrease is then
observed as hnei is rise. The drop in Qk is nearly linear

with the density when the plasma is attached and inde-

pendently of the location on the NP. An abrupt drop

from �10 to 7.5 MWm�2 is observed between 4.9 and

5.0 s, on both the �green� and the �yellow� points while
there is no modification observed on the red, black and

magenta points. This drop corresponds to the same time

when all the three Te (Fig. 1(b)) converge towards a
constant and uniform value of 10 eV. Finally, as the

plasma detaches, all the Qk measured at six different

locations are very close one to each other, showing a

uniform power deposition. From the strong differences

of Qk variations as a function of hnei, it is proposed to
define an IR_DoD.

3. Degree of detachment

The classical DoD is defined using the measured Isat
to a high recycling scaling normalised to the experiment,

Fit Isat : DoD / ðFit Isat=IsatÞ [3]. The use of the IR data
to calculate a DoD is more recent [5,6] mainly based on

Fig. 1. (a) Time evolution of the volume averaged plasma

density and saturation current for the three Langmuir probes

located on the same NP. The detachment is clearly observed on

the three probes by an abrupt decrease of Isat but not at the
same time. (b) The corresponding electron temperature Te is
around 10 eV for t > 5 s independently of the behaviours of the
Isat and for all the probes close to detachment.
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the spatial resolution capability of the IR system, but

also based on adjustment of data since only one signal

was used. In axisymmetric divertor, strong asymmetries

in the power deposition between the inner and the outer

legs have been already reported [7,9] during density

scans and for different gases [10]. In all the cases, the

inner leg detaches first and for higher density, the outer

leg also detaches with similar power reaching the target

plates. From the present proposal, the difference of

power deposition between attached plasma and de-

tached (respectively non-uniform and uniform) is used

to perform the ratio of a Qk corresponding to a �hot flux
tube� divided by a Qk from a �cold tube flux�:

IR DoD ¼ Qk‘hot
0

Qk‘cold
0 : ð2Þ

With this definition, an attached plasma leads to a

IR_DoD larger than 1 while as the detachment is ap-

proached, this ratio becomes close to 1.

The IR_DoD and the DoD deduced from Isat are
plotted as a function of the plasma density on Fig. 4. It

can be seen that the dynamics of the two DoDs are

comparable and that both of them can be used to

characterize a detached or attached plasma. It can also

be seen that the IR_DoD decreases as soon as Te be-
comes constant close to 10 eV (hnei � 2:9� 1019 m�3) as

shown on Fig. 1(b) while the transition from the at-

tached to detached regime characterized by the DoD is

more abrupt.

Fig. 2. Infrared picture of the NP at t ¼ 4:5 s. The surface temperature shows very strong non-uniformity. The six points noted on the
figure are the location of the Qk measurement deduced from the surface temperature variation.

Fig. 3. Time evolution of Qk for the six points noted on the

picture. The non-uniform power deposition is observed on the

Qk intensity (ratio of 8 between the �green� and the �grey� point)
and also on the time behaviour.
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4. Discussion

Since only one signal was used, the previous DoD

calculated with Isat or Qk both require a density scan in

order to build a reference; the gap between the mea-

surement and the reference giving a DoD. The idea of

the proposed IR_DoD is to use the ratio of two signals

in order to avoid complication of any fit. Moreover,

since the IR camera collects a flux, the ratio of the re-

ceived fluxes allows to prevent the IR_DoD from cali-

bration and/or drift in the optical transmission. In these

conditions, the error on the flux measurement does not

exceed 10% [11]. In the case of the ED, the magnetic

configuration is known and the power deposition (hot

and cold area) on the NP can be predicted [12]. How-

ever, from experimental observations, it is known that

with the ED, the power deposition is very sensible par-

ticularly to the edge safety factor. Nevertheless, the

global behaviour of the power deposition profiles on the

NP is always the same. For all the ED shots, and also as

observed in axisymmetric tokamaks [7–9], a very peaked

profile is observed for attached plasma and a more

uniform one is obtained for detached plasma. For all

these shots, the difference of intensity between the Qk
corresponding to a hot and a cold tube flux vanishes as

detachment approaches. Since the location of the power

deposition can change, the IR system allows to adjust

the viewed area to optimize the ratio. Using the cold

area as a reference, the ratio of Qk hot flux tube and the

reference is significantly larger than 1 and as the de-

tachment is approached, this ratio becomes close to 1

(Fig. 4). Actually, the idea of the IR_DoD is only

adopted and applied to the ED, but this idea could also

be used in axisymmetric divertor by making the ratio of

the power deposition on outer and inner leg which is

larger than 1 for attached plasma (even when the inner

leg is detached) and very close to 1 when the two legs

detach [7]. It has to be noted that this definition is not

only dedicated to IR data and that it can also be applied

to Ha signal [13] as well as to the Isat measured on
Langmuir probe. As an example, from Fig. 1(a), per-

forming the ratio of Isat �a� and Isat �b� would lead to a
constant as far as the plasma is attached for the �b�
probe. The IR_DoD deduced from a ratio of IR data

shows a nice dynamic with the plasma density and is in

good agreement with the classical DoD deduced from

probes.

On Tore Supra, the power deposition on the toro€ııdal
pump limiter is non-uniform [10] due to the self-shad-

owing and an IR_DoD is foreseen to characterize the

detachment. Taking advantage of the flexibility of the

infrared diagnostic, the power deposition can be taken

as a profile along a target plate (0 to �25 cm) or even
over an area (from few mm2 to 20 cm2) in order to adjust

the sensitivity of the measurement. Finally, for long

pulse operations, IR systems will be implemented in

devices and such an IR_DoD will not require any par-

ticular constraint while the measurements with probes

will become more difficult if not actively cooled.

5. Conclusion

The density scans performed with the ED in D2 have

shown that the particle flux dependence with the density

exhibits the three classical regimes (linear, high recycling

and detachment) but with a non-uniform particle de-

position on the NP except for the detached regime. The

evolution of the power deposition on the NP has been

analyzed as a function of the density and a non-uniform

distribution is also observed with cold and hot tube

fluxes independently of the working gas while a uni-

form deposition takes place for detached plasma. The

IR_DoD based on the ratio of a hot and a cold heat flux

tube shows a similar trend as the DoD deduced from the

Langmuir probes to characterize the detachment. The

main advantages of the IR_DoD come from the fact

that it does not require any adjustment or scaling of data

and that the ratio is performed with two signals ex-

tracted simultaneously from the same diagnostic.

Moreover, for a known magnetic configuration, inde-

pendently of the considered device, a DoD, based on the

ratio of two signals (IR, Ha . . .), can be predicted by
calculating the particle and/or the power deposition

pattern on the viewed targets allowing to set free from

the major consequences of likely drift due to signal

transmission. Finally, since the IR diagnostic will be

intensively used for long pulse operations, the proposed

IR_DoD does not require any modification and allows

Fig. 4. DoD deduced from the Langmuir probes and from the

IR data as a function of the plasma density. The IR_DoD

shows a smooth decrease as soon as Te is close to 10 eV, while
the DoD from the probes shows an abrupt increase which is

directly linked to the reduction of Isat as the detachment occurs.
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to optimize the ratio by a careful selection of the viewed

area.
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